Abstract-This paper proposes algorithms for handoff, location, and connection management in a wireless asynchronous transfer mode (ATM) local-area network (LAN). Fast handoffs while maintaining cell sequence and quality-of-service (QoS) guarantees are achieved by distributing switching functionality to base stations, and using a networking scheme based on provisioned virtual trees. A new distributed location management scheme using a minimal registration procedure and broadcasts on wired links is proposed for this LAN. The detailed signaling procedures that support the algorithms for mobility and connection management are described in this paper. Finally, an implementation of these procedures and an analysis of the measured data is presented. Measurements of service times obtained from this implementation indicate that over 100 calls/s. can be handled by each node in a 50-node network with a high-percentage of mobiles (75%) relative to fixed endpoints. This is comparable to current wired ATM switch call handling throughputs, in spite of the fact that these nodes perform additional handoff and location management functions. The data also indicates handoff latency times of 1.3 ms. This validates our proposal for maintaining cell sequence while performing handoffs.
I. INTRODUCTION
A SYNCHRONOUS transfer mode (ATM) is emerging as a promising technology for multimedia applications in wired networks. To offer seamless interworking between wireless (mobile) hosts and wired ATM networks, several aspects of wireless ATM need to be studied [1] - [5] . We recently proposed a wireless ATM local-area network (LAN) called broadband adaptive homing ATM architecture (BAHAMA) in [6] and [7] . There are many challenges to be addressed in such a wireless ATM LAN. In this paper, we propose algorithms for connection admission and release, location management, and handoffs.
The BAHAMA network consists of two types of network elements: portable base stations (PBS's) and mobile endpoints as shown in Fig. 1(a) . Each PBS combines ATM switching functionality with wireless access interfaces (radio port functionality). These base stations are designed to be "portable" to allow them to be conveniently relocated wherever needed. The networking procedures are developed to allow these base stations to be connected using arbitrary topologies, thus increasing the flexibility for locating PBS's wherever needed.
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Mobile endpoints are assumed to be portable laptops with wireless ATM capability. Our rationale for locating switching functionality at the base stations is as follows. In hierarchical wireless ATM architectures, as shown in Fig. 1(b) , as mobile end hosts move, there is a need to "make/break" ATM connections at the ATM switches. To prevent cell loss during the "make/break" action, and ensure sequenced cell delivery, buffers can be used at the ATM switches to temporarily store ATM cells. Since connections to multiple base stations pass through each ATM switch, large buffers will be required at the switches. If, instead, base stations maintain buffers to store ATM cells for the purpose of ensuring sequenced cell delivery and lossless handoffs, fewer buffers will be required at each base station since a smaller number of connections pass through each base station. If base stations perform buffering but have no switching capability, then cells will need to be retrieved from the old base station and rerouted to the new base station by the ATM switches [ Fig. 1(b) ]. This will increase handoff processing times. Thus, the two options are to either equip base stations with both buffering and switching capability [ Fig. 1(a) ] or with neither capability [ Fig. 1(b) ]. If base stations have both buffering and switching capabilities, then a handoff only involves message exchange between the mobile, new base station and old base station, and following the handoff, cells will be forwarded from the old to the new base station. In contrast, if base stations have neither buffering nor switching capability, then the "make-break" and buffering actions need to be performed at higher-level nodes, such as the ATM switches shown in Fig. 1(b) . This involves exchanging handoff signaling messages between the mobile, new base station, old base station and the ATM switch, which will clearly lead to longer handoff latency times. It is for this reason that we choose the first option and equip our base stations with both switching and buffering capability.
Given this flat network architecture of interconnected PBS's, this paper addresses the networking problems of connection management, location management (tracking mobiles and locating them prior to connection setup), and handoff management (rerouting ATM connections as users move).
To simplify connection and handoff management, BA-HAMA uses a new networking concept based on virtual trees. This is described in Section II. A brief survey of prior work on connection, location, and handoff management is given in Section III. Section IV describes our connection, location, and handoff management algorithms for the BAHAMA LAN. The 0733-8716/97$10.00 © 1997 IEEE associated signaling procedures are described in Section V. A proof-of-concept implementation of these procedures and different analyzes are described in Section VI. A summary is provided in Section VII.
II. BAHAMA NETWORKING
In general, the model shown in Fig. 1 (a) can lead to lower handoff latency times than the model shown in Fig. 1 (b) as explained in Section I. To further decrease handoff latency times in the model shown in Fig. 1(a) , we propose using provisioned connections to simplify the task of new segment setup during a handoff. As described earlier, following a handoff in this model, cells are forwarded from the old PBS to the new PBS using the switching capability of PBS's. Thus, for fast handoffs, virtual path connections (VPC's) should be provisioned between adjacent base stations. Furthermore, since the BAHAMA LAN uses distributed switching, with small switch fabrics located in each PBS, it is likely that a connection between two endpoints may pass through several PBS's. To decrease connection setup time prior to data exchange, especially for applications such as internet protocol (IP) data, we propose interconnecting every pair of PBS's with provisioned (set up a priori) connections.
Such provisioning can be done by connecting every node pair via a VPC. Fig. 2 (a) shows two such provisioned VPC's, virtual path connection identifier (VPCI) 9a extending between PBS 1 and PBS 9, and VPCI 9b between PBS 2 and PBS 9. Connections between endpoints and , and between and , are realized by selecting virtual channel identifiers (VCI's) on VPCI's 9a and 9b, respectively. No node-by-node switch configuration is required prior to data exchange or during handoffs. However, "provisioning" resources to precomputed routes (instead of performing dynamic quality-of-service (QoS)-dependent route computations/connection setups) has the drawback of reducing network utilization. To address this issue, we propose using provisioned virtual trees in BAHAMA with an associated dynamic tree management algorithm.
Virtual trees allow for multiplexing cells from different sources to the same destination onto the same virtual tree. For example, in Fig. 2(b) , cells generated by mobiles located at PBS 3 which are destined to mobiles located at PBS 9, and cells generated by mobiles located at PBS 1 also destined to mobiles located at PBS 9, are statistically multiplexed onto the same virtual tree rooted at PBS 9. This allows for greater resource sharing than in the pairwise virtual path connections based model shown in Fig. 2(a) . The resulting network utilization improvement achieved by using virtual trees when compared to pairwise virtual path connections has been quantified in [8] . Even though virtual trees result in better network utilization than pairwise virtual path connections, they still require provisioned resources. With changes in traffic conditions or the network topology, resource allocations and routes of these provisioned trees will need to be altered. For this purpose, we have designed a distributed algorithm called virtual trees routing protocol (VTRP) [9] , [10] to dynamically update tree routes with changing traffic conditions and network topology. Thus, the drawback of reduced utilization resulting from using resource provisioning is alleviated by first using virtual trees rather than pairwise VPC's, and second, by the presence of VTRP.
Virtual trees can be realized with or without virtual path identifier (VPI) translations. In Fig. 2(b) , we show virtual trees realized without translations. For example, VPI 9a and VPI 9b represent virtual trees rooted at PBS 9. VPI-to-port mappings are set up at all the PBS's to realize these trees. Effectively, VPI's become network node (PBS) addresses rather than logical link identifiers on ATM interfaces since all cells with a given VPI are routed to the same destination PBS. Individual connections within a VPI tree are distinguished using VCI's. Each PBS controls the assignment of VCI's associated with VPI's that terminate at that PBS. The VCI is selected by an end-to-end handshake procedure between the two end PBS's (of the calling and called parties), much like the end-toend handshake procedure used to select transmission control protocol (TCP) ports in an IP network [11] .
The reason for choosing virtual trees with no VPI translations in BAHAMA is to simplify switch requirements, given that all PBS's need switching capability. However, this has the drawback of limiting the size of the BAHAMA LAN to a maximum of 2 PBS's, since the VPI field is only 12 b. Since BAHAMA is targeted at LAN's, this size may be acceptable. For large-scale networks, either the translation capability should be supported at the PBS's or one of two alternatives can be used. The first alternative is to use VCI's as PBS addresses and VPI's to distinguish connections on the same VCI tree. Since 16 b are available for VCI's, this would increase the size of networks to accommodate 2 PBS's. The second alternative is to interconnect BAHAMA LAN's with ATM switches that provide VP/VC translations.
In the schemes described above, we do not require any redefinition of the VPI/VCI fields in the ATM cell standard. The only nonstandard usage of ATM in BAHAMA is the use of the generic flow control (GFC) field in the ATM cell header to carry a cell sequence number. Not all ATM adaptation layer (AAL) protocols support sequence numbers on a per cell basis. This necessitates the redefinition of some field in the ATM cell header, such as the GFC field, for carrying cell sequence numbers.
III. RELATED WORK
Since this paper addresses many networking aspects of wireless ATM LAN's, this section describes prior work for each of these aspects. First, we compare BAHAMA connection management/networking to the private network node/network interface (PNNI) standards approach [12] . Second, we list handoff schemes proposed for wireless ATM networks, and briefly summarize the differences with the BAHAMA scheme. Since BAHAMA networking, in effect, emulates connectionless data transfer, we also demonstrate the relationship between mobile IP and the BAHAMA handoff scheme. Finally, location management schemes used in cellular networks and those proposed for wireless ATM networks are summarized, and the motivation for a new scheme in BAHAMA is provided.
Wired ATM network standards for connection management include PNNI signaling and routing protocols [12] . This approach is based on determining routes and configuring switches on demand unlike our scheme which uses provisioned connections with an end-to-end handshake for ondemand connection admission. 1 As described in Section II, our reasons for choosing this latter approach is to support fast handoffs and to reduce front-end connection setup delay incurred prior to data transmission for applications such as IP data. The drawback of using provisioned connections, i.e., reduced network utilization, is addressed in our approach by the use of virtual trees and the VTRP scheme as described in Section II. From a software perspective, in terms of connection management, PNNI standards compliant ATM switches require PNNI routing and PNNI signaling protocol implementations. In comparison, the BAHAMA PBS's require VTRP implementation and connection admission/release software. We expect the software modules to be comparable in complexity in the two approaches.
Handoff schemes in ATM networks have been classified by [13] into three categories: anchor rerouting used in IS-41 and Groupe Spécial Mobile (GSM) based cellular networks [14] and [15] , dynamic rerouting [16] , and connection tree routing [2] . The first two schemes require segment tear down and setup during handoffs. The third scheme avoids segment tear down and setup to minimize handoff time. This is done by setting up extra segments of a connection tree (from a root switch to a set of base stations to which the mobile could potentially move) during the connection setup phase. However, this approach does not address the issue of maintaining cell sequence during handoffs. The BAHAMA approach avoids segment tear down and setup during handoffs, and, at the same time, ensures sequenced cell delivery.
Since the BAHAMA LAN emulates connectionless networking, in that packets are routed as per the destination address in cell headers, and no node-by-node "connection setup" procedure is required prior to data exchange, we compare its handoff scheme with mobile IP [17] . In mobile IP, if an end host moves, packets destined to this host will be routed to the old router and then forwarded (Fig. 3) until the far-end routers are updated with the mobile's current location. On the other hand, packets sent by the mobile continue to be sent directly to the far-end host. Since these packets may follow a different route from those sent by the mobile from its prior location, packets may arrive out of sequence at the farend host. This does not pose a problem since IP is not designed to maintain packet sequence. However, ATM networks, being connection-oriented, deliver cells in sequence. To maintain this sequenced delivery feature even through a handoff, we propose that packets from the mobile end host be sent to the old switch and then forwarded to the far-end host. Thus, forwarding is needed temporarily in both directions of the data transfer as shown in Fig. 3 . This is later followed by an address update scheme to eliminate forwarding (similar to the route optimization proposal for mobile IP networks [18] ). This update procedure should also be designed to maintain cell sequence. A second important difference is that, unlike in mobile IP, resource checks are needed on the new segment to provide QoS guarantees as shown in Fig. 3 .
Location management is based on the use of location registers, such as home location registers (HLR's) and visitor location registers (VLR's) in cellular telephony networks [14] , with VPI trees, thus requiring only VPI/VCI selections and a connection admission control (CAC) procedure on a per-connection basis. [15], [19] , domain location servers (DLS) and home registers proposed in [3] , or the cluster location servers proposed in [20] . The location of mobiles are tracked by a "home" server, and mobile location queries are answered by these home servers for incoming call delivery to mobiles. Based on the granularity with which mobile location is tracked, a "page" on the wireless air interfaces may be required if, for example, only the zone (cluster of base stations) of a mobile is tracked rather than the exact base station.
The BAHAMA location management scheme does not use a home server to track mobile locations. Instead, each PBS knows the identities of the mobiles located in its coverage area. Locating a mobile for incoming call delivery is done by broadcasting a query to all PBS's in the LAN. There are two advantages to this scheme when compared to a scheme that uses "home" registers and tracks "zones" of mobiles. First, since each PBS knows the mobiles located in its coverage area, no paging is required on the air interfaces, which is a beneficial feature since air interface resources are typically limited. Second, this solution avoids centralized location databases, and hence the cost of administering such databases. The disadvantages of the BAHAMA scheme is that it is not very scalable, and it wastes wired network bandwidth for the broadcast location queries. However, since BAHAMA is a LAN with high-speed inter-PBS links (which provides the bandwidth needed between PBS's to support broadcasts), the use of such a distributed tracking/locating scheme is feasible. We note that for internetworking multiple BAHAMA LAN's and connecting these LAN's to wide-area networks, widearea location management schemes will require the use of centralized "home" servers to track mobile locations. This paper only deals with the design of BAHAMA as an enterprise network and, hence, does not address the internetworking problem.
IV. ALGORITHMS
In this section, we provide a high-level description of the algorithms for mobile location management, connection admission, and handoffs in BAHAMA. The key contributions of this paper regarding these algorithms are as follows: a new distributed location management scheme for LAN's (Section IV-A), a connection management scheme based on an end-to-end handshake for admitting connections of two types, "best-effort" connections not requiring QoS guarantees (Section IV-B) and connections requiring QoS guarantees (Section IV-C), and a fast handoff scheme based on distributed switching/buffering which maintains cell sequence and QoS guarantees (Section IV-D).
A. Mobile Location Management
Location management consists of mobile tracking and locating as defined in Section I. In BAHAMA, mobile tracking is done by having each PBS maintain a list of the mobile end hosts located in its coverage area. Each PBS emits periodic beacons identifying itself to the mobiles in its coverage area. When a mobile powers on, powers off, or changes base stations (detected at the mobile by the new base station identifier in the received beacon), it sends a registration message to its local PBS (which is the PBS associated with a mobile's current position). The power-on/power-off registration procedure merely consists of the PBS making/deleting an entry for the mobile. On the other hand, the change-of-PBS procedure requires a deregistration of the mobile with the old PBS. This is done by having the new PBS send a deregistration message to the old PBS on behalf of the mobile.
Mobile locating is handled using broadcasts. Typically, the location of a mobile needs to be determined in order to deliver an incoming connection setup request (call). Since a distributed tracking scheme is used whereby each PBS know the identities of mobiles located in its coverage area, the location of a mobile is determined by generating a broadcast message from the PBS of the calling mobile to all other PBS's in the network. No paging on the air interface is required from each PBS receiving this broadcast request since each PBS knows the identities of all its mobiles (acquired through the tracking procedure). The called mobile's local PBS responds to the broadcast location request allowing for connection admission to proceed. If there is no response within a given time period, the calling endpoint's local PBS times out and rejects the connection request assuming that the called mobile is currently unregistered.
For fixed endpoints, we use a static binding approach to avoid the overhead of registrations and broadcast locations. Each PBS stores the identity of the PBS to which each fixed endpoint is connected. Thus, for incoming calls to fixed endpoints, the PBS of a calling party can immediately determine the PBS of the called party (fixed endpoint) without requiring a broadcast-location procedure.
B. Connection Admission Without QoS Guarantees
For connections that do not require QoS guarantees, the connection admission procedure merely consists of an endto-end handshake between the local PBS's of the calling and called parties. No node-by-node connection setup is required since the VPI trees are preconfigured. The main purpose of the end-to-end handshake is to select VCI's and VPI trees for the two directions of the connection. Each local PBS selects the VPI/VCI of the channel incoming to itself. Once the calling party's Local PBS identifies the called party's local PBS, it selects a VPI using two criteria. First, since the VPI sink trees can be partial, in that not all PBS's are located on each sink tree, the calling party's local PBS must ascertain that the called party's local PBS is located on the selected VPI. Second, if multiple such VPI's exist, i.e., there are multiple VPI trees terminating at the calling party's local PBS on which the called party's local PBS is located, then the "least-loaded" VPI is selected. This is designated VPI since it is used by cells in the backward direction, i.e., from the called party to the calling party. The calling party's local PBS also selects VCI to identify the requested on-demand connection on the VPI tree VPI .
The called party's local PBS selects VPI and VCI for the forward direction of the connection, i.e., from the calling party to the called party. VPI is one of the sink trees that terminate at the called party's local PBS. The VPI/VCI selection criteria for the forward direction are the same as those described above for the backward direction of the connection. The selected VPI/VCI's are exchanged in an end-to-end handshake.
On the user-network interfaces, the VPI field is ignored. VCI's are allocated for each connection on these interfaces. Mappings are set at the two local PBS's between these air interface VCI's and the VCI's selected on the inter-PBS VPI trees.
C. Connection Admission with QoS Guarantees
One of the key attributes of ATM networking is the ability to support both isochronous and bursty traffic. This property requires connection admission algorithms that check the availability of resources at each switch on the route. Typically, in ATM networks that use provisioned virtual path connections between pairs of switches, bandwidth is allocated a priori, possibly partitioned for different service classes. This reduces the number of nodes at which resource availability is checked during connection admission. Since the BAHAMA LAN uses VPI's as node addresses, such bandwidth preallocation techniques need to be modified.
We present one such preallocated-resources scheme below. However, since preallocation schemes have the drawback of poor network utilization, we propose a second method, the hop-by-hop scheme.
Preallocated-Resources Scheme: Each PBS stores the routes from any source PBS to itself for each of its designated VPI's. Link and node resources are predivided among all the PBS's. Thus, while assigning VCI's for incoming on-demand connections, each local PBS checks its allocations and usage data to verify resource availability on all the links and nodes in the route from the source PBS to itself for the given VPI selected. No processing is needed at any of the transit nodes during connection admission. A similar preallocation scheme for source-rooted trees was proposed in [8] .
Hop-by-Hop Scheme: The basic concept is to simply check resource availability (to meet the specified QoS requirements) on a PBS-by-PBS basis at all the transit PBS's between the two local PBS's. There is no preallocation of resources. Each PBS has responsibility to allocate its own switch and link resources on a per-request basis. Since a number of transit PBS's may be on the route, we require a fast and efficient method to perform these resource checks. Furthermore, it is likely that in the BAHAMA LAN the set of transit switches in the two directions may be different because VPI trees may not be preconfigured with symmetric routes. An example case is shown in Fig. 4 . This implies that QoS checking must be done separately in the two directions. However, in this LAN, we have the advantage that each local PBS determines the identity of the far-end local PBS readily (using broadcasts for mobiles or by consulting prestored data for fixed endpoints, and performing an end-to-end handshake). Thus, both local PBS's can start the QoS checking process independently in the two directions. The calling party's local PBS starts the QoS checking procedure for the forward direction and the called party's local PBS starts the procedure for the backward direction of the connection simultaneously.
VPI trees are currently planned to be homogeneous, in that connections of the same service type will be admitted on each VPI tree. For available bit rate (ABR) connections, which use feedback control, it may be important to have "mirrored" VPI trees, i.e., for each tree rooted at a node n, a reverse path exists on some other tree from this root n to each source node on the tree. This is an additional constraint that the VTRP, which maintains the routes of trees, will need to guarantee for the ABR VPI trees.
The connection admission time is lower using the preallocated-resources approach since no messaging is required through the transit nodes. However, a drawback of the preallocated-resources approach is a reduction in statistical multiplexing gains. Also, additional data tables are required to store the routes of VPI trees and the allocated resources in each PBS for every node and link in the network. Maintaining these additional tables requires a more complex managementplane protocol than the current version of VTRP [9] , [10] . The latter has been designed as a distributed dynamic scheme to update VPI tree routes with changing network topology and loading conditions under the assumption that the network uses the hop-by-hop scheme for admitting connections with QoS guarantees. An extension of the VTRP protocol to perform dynamic resource allocations in support of the preallocated-resources scheme is currently underway.
D. Handoffs
In a mobile environment, handoff is a challenging problem, particularly when the traffic is packet-switched and we need to deliver the packets (ATM cells) to the mobiles in their proper sequence. In this section, we describe a homing algorithm for routing ATM cells in wireless mobile networks, in which users may move during the middle of an active session or conversation. To illustrate this algorithm, consider the network configuration shown in Fig. 5 . Circles A and B denote two (mobile) users that are communicating with each other, and A and B denote the locations of A and B at a later time.
To maintain reliable, in-sequence ATM transmissions as users move during the course of a connection, we introduce the concept of a source home station and a destination home station. These refer to particular PBS's, associated with a connection, that play a pivotal role in maintaining cell sequence. ATM cells from user A that are destined to user B are first routed from A to the home PBS for A. The cells are then routed along a predetermined virtual path from the source home PBS to the destination home PBS, where they are buffered and then delivered in sequence to B's local PBS.
Initially, a VPI tree terminating at PBS 7 (passing through PBS 2) transports ATM cells from A to B. That is, PBS 2 is the local PBS for A and also the source home PBS for the A-to-B connection. Likewise, PBS 7 is the local PBS for B and also the destination home for the A-to-B connection. When A moves to location A (with a wireless connection to its new local PBS 3), the ATM cells are first routed along a predetermined path from PBS 3 back to the home PBS 2, and then along the virtual path from 2-7. If B has also moved, for example to B , then B's home PBS 7 will forward the ATM cells to B's local PBS 8 (i.e., which is its current position)-again using a predetermined path.
The advantages of this homing algorithm include preservation of first-in first-out (FIFO) cell sequence within a connection, and fast handoffs (achieved by eliminating nodeby-node connection setup). The implementation allows the preservation of FIFO cell sequence without a centralized controller and without resequencing at the destination. In the previous example, cells obviously preserve their FIFO sequence as they traverse the virtual path from 2-7. Thus, the algorithm only needs to maintain "local cell sequence" as cells flow to/from the home PBS's. This can be done, for example, by i) delaying cells arriving to the home PBS from the new local PBS until all cells arrive from the old local PBS (reception at the home PBS of a special "tail" signal indicates that the path from the previous local PBS is clear [21] ), and ii) retransmitting the appropriate cells from the home PBS as the handoff occurs from one base station to the next. Sequence numbers are used in ii), between the destination home and the mobile user, so the mobile can tell the home the number of the last cell it received before moving, and the destination home can retransmit cells, if necessary.
There is some inefficiency associated with always routing cells to/from home stations. To improve network efficiency, we "slowly" update the locations of the home PBS's (referred to as the home update procedure). This procedure is comparable to the route optimization scheme proposed for mobile IP networks [18] . For example, after A moves to A , we can redefine PBS 3 to be the new source home (with, for example, a direct path to reach the destination home PBS 7).
Note that home PBS's are associated with connections, and not necessarily with mobiles. For instance, the source home for the connection from to B may be different than the source home for a connection from to C. Typically, all connections originating from (destined to) a mobile will have the same source (destination) home. But because home stations can be updated as mobiles move about the network, various connections temporarily may have different homes.
V. SIGNALING SUPPORT
In this section, we describe the detailed signaling procedures used to support the high-level algorithms described in Section IV. For connection management, these procedures include:
1) connection admission to a fixed/mobile endpoint; 2) connection release. Various mobility management signaling procedures are needed to support mobile tracking and handoff (homing) algorithms. These include:
1) mobile power-on and change-of-PBS registrations; 2) handoff of a connection when the mobile's local PBS is the same as/different from its home PBS; 3) update of the home PBS. Before describing the signaling procedures, we address a few preliminaries. Signaling channels are required to carry messages to support the connection-control and mobilitymanagement algorithms. We define the different types of signaling channels in Section V-A. Also described in this subsection are the prestored data tables required for the execution of the signaling procedures. Sections V-B and V-C describe the signaling procedures for connection admission and release, respectively. Sections V-D to V-F describe the three mobility management procedures listed above. While describing the signaling procedures, we have focused on the signaling messages (with parameters). Due to space considerations, we have omitted the finite state machines (FSM's) maintained at 
A. Preliminaries: Signaling Channels and Data Tables
Four types of signaling channels are used in BAHAMA: out-of-band, interrupted-in-band, uninterrupted-in-band, and broadcast. Most signaling messages are sent on out-of-band signaling channels, i.e., the standard signaling VCI (VCI 5) on all VPI's. Messages sent on out-of-band signaling channels are simply passed on to the next PBS until the message reaches the destination PBS of the VPI tree where it is processed. Messages sent in band are transmitted on the same VPI/VCI as the user data. The payload type (PT) field in the ATM cell header is used to distinguish in-band signaling messages from user data. Interrupted-in-band messages are stopped at every transit node and processed, while uninterrupted-in-band messages are passed directly to the root PBS of the VPI tree in much the same way as user data cells. However, at the root PBS, these signaling cells are delivered to the signaling process in the PBS instead of being transmitted to the endpoint as is done with user data cells. Finally, broadcast signaling channels are realized as provisioned source-rooted trees on reserved VPI's. An analysis of whether these trees should be realized using a bidirectional minimum spanning tree (MST) or directed source-rooted trees based on all-pairs shortest-paths [22] is provided in Section VI-B. The need for these different types of signaling channels will be evident in the discussion of the signaling procedures.
Each PBS maintains six types of data tables. The data tables maintained at an example PBS, PBS , are described in Table I.  These include: fixed endpoint locations table, transit VPI's  table, destination VPI's table, PBS-to-VPI's mapping table,  registration table, Fig. 2(b) ]. Since VPI trees are allowed to be partial, in that only a subset of PBS's may be located on each VPI tree, a third 
B. Connection Admission Signaling Procedures
As described in Section II, VPI trees are preestablished and maintained by the VTRP. "Best-effort" connections, admitted without QoS guarantees, simply require the selection of a VCI and a VPI tree for each direction of the connection, as described in Section IV-B. In Section IV-C, we described two approaches for admitting connections that require QoS guarantees, the preallocated-resources scheme and the hop-byhop scheme. For the preallocated-resources scheme, resource availability checks are performed at the two end local PBS's. Thus, the signaling messages required for connection admission are the same as for best-effort connections. Messages are exchanged in an end-to-end handshake. For the hop-byhop scheme, additional signaling messages are required to be sent hop-by-hop tracing the path of a VPI tree. The signaling support for this latter procedure has been described in [7] . Hence, we limit our description in this section to the end-toend handshake procedure used for both best-effort connections and for connections admitted with QoS guarantees under the preallocated-resources scheme. Two cases of the connection admission signaling procedure are described:
Case 1) Connection admission to a fixed endpoint; Case 2) Connection admission to a mobile endpoint. The latter requires a mobile location phase. This is done together with the VPI/VCI selection to minimize the number of round trip signaling messages needed. Case 1: In this case, we describe the procedure to admit a connection from an endpoint (fixed or mobile) to a fixed endpoint. Fig. 6 shows the signaling message flow for this procedure. A high-level understanding of the signaling procedure can be obtained from this figure. The interested reader is referred to Table II for the details, such as the main parameters of the messages, the actions taken at the receiving node of each message, which includes the data tables accessed as well as the signaling channels used for inter-PBS message transport.
Connection admission is initiated by an endpoint explicitly requesting a connection. assign-channels messages are used for the end-to-end (local PBS to local PBS) exchange in order to select VPI trees and VCI's for the connection. The scenario where the called endpoint accepts the connection offer is shown in Fig. 6 and described in Table II . If the called endpoint rejects the connection offer (Reject message), PBS sends a Release-connection message to PBS causing it to send a Connection-rejected message to the calling endpoint.
If the connection being admitted is a best effort connection, no QoS parameters will be specified. The actions at the two local PBS's simply consists of choosing a VPI tree and a VCI. However, if QoS parameters are specified, each local PBS performs CAC by checking its bandwidth and buffer allocations and usage data to verify resource availability on all the links and nodes on the route from the far-end local PBS to itself on the selected VPI tree. Case 2: In this case, we describe the signaling procedure (Fig. 7) for connection admission to a mobile endpoint. Upon reception of a setup-connections request to a mobile endpoint, PBS does not immediately know where the called mobile is located. Therefore, it generates a broadcast-locate message (Section IV-A) to all the PBS's in the network. The PBS on which the called mobile is located (determined by consulting data table ), PBS , responds with the Mobile-located message. If the called mobile is not registered, no PBS's will have an entry for the mobile. PBS will simply time-out and then send a Connection-rejected message to the calling endpoint.
Instead of having two end-to-end message exchanges, one for mobile location and the other for channel assignment, we combine these functions to occur with just one message exchange. Thus, channel assignment parameters are carried in the broadcast-locate and mobile-located messages.
Unlike in Case 1, PBS cannot select a VPI for the backward direction of the connection upon receiving the setupconnections message (as shown in Table II ). This is because it has no knowledge of the mobile location, and hence without identifying PBS , it cannot determine which of its VPI trees PBS is located on. However, it can include a list of its VPI trees in descending order of current loading, as a parameter in the broadcast-locate message. The far-end PBS, PBS , simply selects the least loaded VPI from this list on which it is located. This VPI is used for the backward direction. PBS includes this VPI as a parameter in the mobile-located message. It also includes a VPI and a VCI for the forward direction of the connection. Thus, mobile location and channel assignment are combined in one message exchange cycle.
For connections with QoS guarantees, PBS cannot verify resource availability on routes from all other PBS's (given that it has no knowledge of the mobile's location). Hence, for such connections, a three-way handshake is needed to allow the calling party's PBS to perform CAC for the backward channel after it receives a response to the mobile location procedure identifying the PBS of the called party.
All messages in this procedure are carried on the out-ofband signaling channels, except the broadcast-locate message, which is transported on the broadcast signaling channels.
C. Connection Release Signaling Procedure
The signaling messages exchanged are essentially the same for releasing connections that were admitted with or without QoS guarantees. It involves an end-to-end (local PBS-to-local PBS) handshake as shown in Fig. 8 .
In case the connection being released is a best-effort connection, only the VCI's need to freed. For connections admitted with QoS guarantees, assuming the preallocated-resources scheme, where the two local PBS's have allocated bandwidth and buffer resources for all links/nodes in the network, resource release simply means marking these resources as being available for new connections. For connections admitted using the hop-by-hop scheme, additional signaling messages will be required to propagate hop-by-hop to free resources. This latter procedure is described in [7] .
D. Registration Signaling Procedure
A registration procedure is executed when a mobile powerson or moves into the vicinity of a new PBS. When a mobile powers-on, if it detects a beacon from a nearby PBS, it performs a power-on registration. This consists of a simple message exchange (Register message sent by the mobile to its local PBS, and Register-success sent in return). If the mobile is idle (not in a connection), and it moves from its local PBS PBS to a new PBS PBS (detected by a change of PBS identifier in the received beacon), then a similar message exchange occurs between the mobile and PBS . PBS sends a Deregistration message to PBS so that the latter PBS deletes its entry for this mobile. If the mobile has one or more connections, the mobile sends a Handoff message to initiate a handoff of the connection. Handoff signaling procedures are discussed in the next section.
E. Handoff Signaling Procedures
Two cases of the handoff signaling procedure in support of the homing algorithm presented in Section IV-D are described here. These include the handoff of a connection for which the Local and home PBS are identical (Case 1), and the case when they are distinct (Case 2). Case 2 occurs if a handoff arrives before the network performs the home update procedure to optimize the route of a handed-off connection.
We use figures to show the rerouting of the connections and the signaling message flows. These figures offer a high-level view of the handoff signaling procedures. Details regarding parameters of messages, actions executed at nodes upon receiving messages, and the signaling channels on which messages are transported, are relegated to tables (similar to Table II) .
Case 1: Fig. 9 shows a mobile moving from PBS , which was both its home and Local before the move, to PBS , which becomes its new local PBS. The part of the original connection that changes after the handoff is shown in dashed lines. The handoff is mobile initiated, i.e., the mobile recognizes that it is within the vicinity of a new PBS from the data in the periodically-transmitted PBS beacon. Fig. 9 also shows the signaling message flow for the handoff procedure and Table III provides the details, such as the main parameters of the messages, and the actions taken at the receiving node of each message. Descriptions of these actions specify the data tables accessed and the signaling channels (Section V-A) on which inter-PBS messages are transported.
There are two main sets of actions in this procedure: cell sequence maintenance and new segment admission between the old and new PBS's.
Actions related to maintaining cell sequence are required for only one direction of the data flow, i.e., to the mobile. Cell sequence for the data sent by the mobile is controlled implicitly. Since the mobile generates the handoff message, it can suspend its data transmission prior to sending the handoff message. Thus, no cells arrive out-of-sequence in this direction. On the other hand, cells destined to the mobile will keep arriving at the old PBS, and the old PBS will keep transmitting these cells to the mobile until it receives the handoff-segment&assign-channels message. This is the first indication of the handoff received by the old PBS. For this direction of the connection, a cell sequence number is used to allow the mobile to notify the network of the last successfully received cell. This allows the old PBS to retransmit cells (which it had buffered) starting from this sequence number.
If the connection being handed-off is one that was established without QoS guarantees, the new segment admission actions performed at the Local and home PBS's is to simply select VPI trees and VCI's for the new segment of the handed-off connection. However, if the connection being handed-off is one that was established with QoS guarantees, then, in addition, resources have to be checked at these nodes. Assuming the preallocated-resources scheme, the Local and home PBS can both determine from their allocations, whether sufficient resources are available along the paths of the selected VPI trees. If the hop-by-hop scheme is used, additional signaling, as described for connection admission in [7] , will be needed. The preallocated-resources scheme appears especially attractive for handoffs when compared to the hopby-hop scheme, since handoff latency delays must be kept minimal. Hybrid schemes using hop-by-hop resource checking for new connection requests and the preallocated-resources scheme for handoffs are also possible.
A point to note is that there is no race condition between the new PBS receiving the assign-channels message and the data cells sent from the far-end since the new PBS, PBS , selects the incoming channel and configures itself to receive data on that channel even before it sends the handoff-segment&assign-channels message to PBS . This allows PBS to start sending user data immediately after it sends the assign-channels message to PBS .
Case 2: We now describe the signaling message flow for the handoff case in which the mobile has different Local and home base stations for one of its connections. Fig. 10 shows the channels through the old local PBS, PBS , in dashed lines, and the new segment being routed from the home PBS PBS through the new local PBS, PBS . Fig. 10 also shows the message flow for this procedure. Details of the signaling procedure are relegated to Table IV. The main difference between Case 2 and Case 1 handoffs is that in Case 2, it is possible to receive cells out-of-sequence for even the forward direction (from the mobile). This can happen if cells from the new local PBS reach the home PBS before cells sent on the old path (through the old local PBS). A tail signal is used to avoid this missequencing. Upon receiving the forward-handoff message (Fig. 10) , the old local PBS stops expecting cells from the mobile and hence sends the tail signal to alert the home PBS that the old path will no longer be used. This allows for a graceful switch from the old path to the new path without any lost or missequenced cells.
F. Home Update Signaling Procedure
Following a handoff, the connection is routed through a home PBS as seen in Figs. 9 and 10 . This may often be an inefficient route. Hence, we have developed a home update procedure to change the local PBS to be its new home. Fig. 11 shows a handed-off connection passing through a local PBS (PBS ) and a home PBS (PBS ) before the home update procedure (dashed lines). After the home update, its local PBS, PBS , becomes its new home, thus eliminating the forwarding. The message flow to support this scenario is also shown in Fig. 11 . This procedure is initiated by the local PBS, PBS . Different criteria can be used by this PBS to determine when to initiate such an update. Analysis in Section VI-C shows the tradeoffs involved in performing home updates.
There are three phases in the home update signaling procedure shown in Fig. 11 . First, a check is needed to ensure that a home update is not already in progress. This handles any race conditions that may arise by both local PBS's simultaneously starting home updates. Second, an end-toend handshake occurs between the new home on one end and the far-end home PBS on the other end for channel assignment purposes. Finally, tail messages are exchanged as a mechanism to carefully switch over data transmission from the old segments to the new segment without losing cell sequence.
The first phase is accomplished by PBS sending a homeupdate-permission (HUP) message to PBS . This has a record of whether a home update procedure from the far end has been initiated. In this case, it rejects this HUP. If not, it sends the HUP message to the far end PBS PBS . In most cases, PBS will respond in the affirmative allowing PBS to relay this response to PBS . However, a race condition is possible if the two inter-home HUP messages cross each other. In such a situation, we give priority to the calling mobile home update over the called mobile home update. Each home PBS keeps track of whether it is the home of the calling mobile or called mobile. Thus, both home PBS's resolve this race condition using the same consistent assumption. For example, if such a race condition occurs, and PBS in Fig. 11 is the called mobile's home PBS, then upon receiving the HUP message from PBS , it responds in the affirmative. On the other-hand, PBS rejects the HUP request that it received from PBS , which sends this rejection on to the local PBS of the called mobile. After a certain time-out, this local PBS (or a new one, if a handoff of the called mobile occurs) can request a HUP again.
Assuming success in obtaining permission to carry out a home update procedure, PBS moves into the second phase of exchanging channel identifiers for the new segment between PBS and PBS . As with connection admission, each end PBS selects the identifiers for the segments incoming to itself. This end-to-end handshake is shown with the homeupdate&assign-channels messages. A final detail to note is that we need to avoid a race condition between a handoff and a home update procedure. This is the reason we chose the local PBS as the starting point for the home update procedure for a connection rather than the home PBS. If the local PBS PBS receives a forwardhandoff message (see Fig. 10 ) after it has sent the HUP message but before it receives the response, then it simply abandons the home update procedure and gives priority to the handoff. On the other hand, if the forward-handoff message arrives after the home-update&assign-channels message has been sent to the far-end home, or at any other stage of the home update procedure, then PBS simply completes the home update procedure and then performs the handoff. However, after the home update, PBS becomes the new home and thus the handoff procedure is reduced to being of the first type (Case 1 in Section V-E). A way to handle this situation without excessive messaging is to always have the new local PBS that generates the Forward-handoff message provide segment identifier selections assuming that either PBS or PBS may be the current home for the connection. This allows PBS to treat the forward-handoff as if it were a handoffsegment&assign-channels message for a Case 1 handoff if the above-described race condition occurs.
VI. IMPLEMENTATION AND ANALYSIS
In this section, we describe an implementation of the connection, location, and handoff management signaling procedures (Section V). Service time measurements were obtained for this implementation. These measurements are used to characterize the maximum throughput of the PBS processor. The data shows that the PBS processors are lightly loaded. It also allows us to validate some of the algorithmic design decisions made in this paper. For example, we verify that, under light loads, the use of 4-bit sequence numbers is sufficient to ensure cell sequence during handoffs. Section VI-A contains a description of the implementation, throughput, and handoff delay latency analyzes.
We also carry out analyzes to validate two other design decisions: use of the broadcast location mechanism, and the inclusion of a home update procedure, described in Sections VI-B and VI-C, respectively.
A. Implementation, Throughput, and Handoff Latency Analyzes
The goal of implementing the networking procedures described in this paper is to first demonstrate a proof-of-concept, and then to obtain measurements from the working system to quantify the performance of the LAN. The measurements obtained from this implementation are the service times (processing and I/O times) needed for the different signaling procedures. The maximum throughputs that can be achieved with an actual deployment of BAHAMA LAN's are then determined through analysis from these service time measurements. Since maximum throughput depends on different parameters, such as the number of endpoints in the network, number of PBS's in the network, ratio of mobile endpoints to fixed endpoints, and ratio of call arrival/departure rates to handoff rates, we obtain this using analysis, rather than from direct measurements. The throughput analysis is done primarily to check whether the PBS processor is capable of handling a reasonable load in the expected regions of operation (for certain call arrival rates and handoff rates). The results show that this is indeed feasible since over 100 calls/s can be handled in a 50-node network with 75% mobiles, where 100 calls/s is the expected range of operation of current wired ATM switches. Thus, in spite of handling the additional mobility management load (not handled by wired ATM switches), each PBS is capable of meeting the expected 100 calls/s throughput.
This section also presents handoff latency time estimations to validate our design assumption that a 4-bit cell sequence number is sufficient to maintain sequenced delivery during handoffs.
A prototype implementation of the BAHAMA LAN is described in [6] and [7] . The PBS is realized as a set of boards plugged into a PC running the NT operating system. It has high-speed (Gb/s) interfaces to interconnect with other PBS's and radio-based (Mb/s) interfaces to communicate with the mobiles. The mobility and connection management software is implemented to run as two separate tasks, one on the mobile (mobsig) and the other on the PBS (pbssig). User applications interface with the mobsig process on the mobile end hosts to request connections. The signaling messages described in the procedures of Section V are sent and received by these two tasks, mobsig and pbssig. The current implementation includes all the procedures of Section V, except those related to providing QoS guarantees, and the home Update procedure. The pbssig software is written to be easily portable to different environments as PBS's may be realized using UNIX workstations, PC's, or as separate stand-alone boxes. Similarly, the mobsig software is also portable so that it may run on UNIX laptops or Windows laptops. We executed the pbssig software on a SPARCstation 20 running SunOS 4.1.4 to take the cpu-time measurements using the tool Quantify for all the implemented signaling procedures.
Also, executing on each PBS is an ATM device driver, atmdd, which sends and receives ATM cells on the inter-PBS and PBS-mobile interfaces. The atmdd also sets and clears the mapping (forwarding) entries to map the VPI/VCI of a cell received on an inter-PBS link to a VCI outgoing to a mobile, and vice versa. These are required to support connections and are set at the Local and home PBS's during connection admission (Section V-B) and handoffs (Section V-E). Since our current implementation of the atmdd is available only for the PC/NT environment, we measure the average elapsed time taken for a signaling message send/receive ( ), and the time taken to set a mapping entry ( ). The average measured values for these elapsed times are s and s. Since the elapsed times include context switches, these measurements will be lower if real-time operating systems are used in the PBS's.
There are several signaling procedures as described in Section V, and a PBS processor may play different roles in each procedure. For example, in the connection admission procedure described in Section V-B (Case 1), a PBS may be the calling endpoint's local PBS or called endpoint's local PBS. Instead of listing our measurements for all these procedures (with the different roles of the PBS's), we list the measured data for only a subset of these procedures. These include power-up and power-down registration (Section V-D), connection admission from a mobile/fixed endpoint to a fixed endpoint (Case 1 of Section V-B), connection admission from a mobile/fixed endpoint to a mobile endpoint (Case 2 of Section V-B), connection release (Fig. 8 of Section V-C), and Case 1 handoffs of Section V-E. We use this data to illustrate, via analysis, the maximum throughput tradeoff between handling connection admission (release) requests and handoffs. The service times for processing the signaling messages for these five procedures at the involved PBS's consist of two parts: the cpu-time data measurements obtained using Quantify for our implementation, and the average elapsed time measurements for sending/receiving ATM cells ( ) and for setting mappings ( ). Table V shows the service times for these five scenarios and the corresponding figures for these scenarios. For example, consider Fig. 6 . The cpu times measured for the pbssig processing at the calling and called endpoint's local PBS's are 43 s and 32 s, respectively. Since there are two message receptions and two message transmissions in the calling endpoint's local PBS, a factor is added. There are five message receptions and transmissions for the called endpoint's local PBS. Finally, each PBS sets two mapping entries for the forward and backward directions of the connection, leading to the parameters. In the connection admission to a mobile endpoint signaling procedure, all PBS's receive a broadcast-locate message, which requires processing. Thus, a PBS participates in the "other" role if it is not the calling or called mobile's local PBS. Using the notation shown in Table VI , if denotes the processor utilization for handling signaling tasks related to these five scenarios, then (1) In Fig. 12 , we plot (1) assuming , s, s,
(1 registration per hour), and the service time data shown in Table V . These results are used to characterize the processing requirements placed on the PBS by the various signaling procedures. As seen from (1), there is a dependence of the maximum throughput on the number of nodes ( ). This is due to the broadcast-locate messages that are processed at every PBS. These results show that even for a network with 95 nodes, the PBS's are lightly loaded. Connection request rates per endpoint will be far less than 40/s. Assuming microcells of 10 m and a walking speed of 5 km/h, a handoff rate at a PBS (assuming four mobiles per PBS) is expected to be in the order of 0.5/s. Thus, the operating point of each PBS processor should be well under the maximum capacity results shown in Fig. 12 . Note that some of the procedures described in Section V are not accounted for in (1) . This will increase the processor loading, but not significantly, since the bulk of the procedures are accounted for in (1) . Partially offsetting this increase is a pessimistic assumption that all calls are made by endpoints on one PBS to those on a different PBS. Fig. 12(b) shows the results assuming a higher percentage of mobiles ( = 0.75 instead of = 0.25). Since the PBS's have to handle a larger number of broadcast-locate messages, the overall maximum capacity decreases. Also, the service times for handling a connection request to a mobile is slightly greater than for a fixed endpoint (Table V) . Since is the total number of handoffs at a PBS (not per mobile), the effect of changing does not change the maximum number of handoffs in Fig. 12(b) relative to Fig. 12(a) . Finally, the effect of changing the number of endpoints at a PBS is shown in Fig. 12(c) . Relative to Fig. 12(b) , the maximum number of connection admission requests that can be handled per endpoint decreases, but is still greater than needed.
Given that the PBS processor is lightly loaded with these signaling tasks, we estimate the total handoff latency by simply adding the service times at each PBS involved in the handoff. The different components of the handoff latency can be seen in the signaling message flow for a Case 1 handoff shown in Fig. 9 . The service times at the PBS's are obtained from Table V . Since each signaling message is one ATM cell, if we assume a 10 Mb/s signaling channel for the transport of these messages, the handoff latency time is (2) If the measured average elapsed times, s and s, are used to evaluate (2), the resulting handoff latency 2 is 1.3 ms. This value validates our assumption that the 4-bit GFC field, redefined as a cell sequence number (Section II), is sufficient to ensure that cell sequence can be maintained during handoffs. For 1-Mbps connections, the time to transmit 16 cells is 6.8 ms. This provides ample time (even with queueing delays) to ensure that cell sequence can be maintained during handoffs.
B. Location Management Analysis
As described in Sections IV-A and V-B (Case 2), we use broadcast messages to locate a mobile to deliver incoming connection requests. This scheme is suitable for small LAN's. The larger the network, the greater the signaling bandwidth needed for these broadcast messages since more calls will be generated and each call to a mobile requires a broadcast 2 The total handoff latency consists of a rendezvous time (the period from when the mobile leaves one microcell until it hears a beacon from a new PBS) and a protocol time (period required to restore flow of traffic after the mobile detects a new beacon) [23] . In the results presented here, we only compute the protocol time, since this is within the control of the handoff algorithm at the networking layer. The rendezvous time is determined by the physical-layer design, which is outside the scope of this paper. message to be sent. Hence the first goal of this analysis is to study the feasibility of using such a broadcast location scheme. This is done by analyzing the effect of network size on the signaling bandwidth required for broadcast messages.
In order to carry out this analysis, we need to make an assumption about the structure of the broadcast signaling channels. The two alternatives for realizing broadcast signaling channels are:
1) directed broadcast trees that are source rooted at each node (determined by solving an all-pairs shortest-paths algorithm, such as Floyd-Warshalls algorithm [22] ); 2) a bidirectional MST [22] . We carry out the analysis to quantify the effect of network size on broadcast signaling bandwidth for both these options.
A secondary goal of the analysis is then to compare these two options.
The measure of interest for this analysis is "worst-case" link bandwidth needed for broadcast signaling messages expressed as a fraction of the total link capacity. Since different links in a network will be variably loaded with broadcast signaling traffic, we consider the worst-case link. For the MST option, this measure is independent of the network topology. The links that will be maximally affected by broadcast signaling traffic are the incoming links to the leaf nodes of the MST. Let be the call arrival rate at a mobile, be the number of mobiles located on each PBS, be the number of PBS nodes in the network, and be the broadcast-locate message length. Assuming uniform calling patterns, the capacity required for the maximum broadcast signaling bandwidth is given by -
For example, in Configuration 1 shown in Fig. 13 , the links incoming to nodes 1 and 6 experience the greatest broadcast signaling load. For instance, link 5-6 in the direction from PBS 5 and PBS 6 receives broadcast signaling messages for all calls placed from each of the nodes, 1-5 [this accounts for the factor ], except those made from one mobile on a PBS to another mobile on the same PBS. Note, in the message flow, shown in Fig. 7 , that the PBS of the calling party first determines whether the called mobile is located at this PBS before generating the broadcast-locate message. The factor [ ] models this effect. For the all-pairs shortest-paths option, the worst-case link will require less broadcast signaling bandwidth than in the MST option. Relative to (3), there will be a reduction by a factor for the all-pairs shortest-paths option. This factor represents a measure of the connectivity of the network. Thus, unlike in the MST option, the measure of interest, worst-case link broadcast signaling bandwidth, is dependent on the network topology. Consider the completely-connected network Configuration 2 shown in Fig. 13 . If all the links are assumed to have equal weights, the all-pairs shortest paths (SP) in Configuration 2 are direct one-link paths. The worst-case (maximum) broadcast signaling bandwidth for the all-pairs SP option for completely connected networks, , is given by -
In this case, the factor is , which is the degree of each node.
If is the capacity of each link in the network (assumed equal for all links), the fraction of this link bandwidth being used for broadcast signaling, , is shown plotted in Fig. 14 for the two options, all-pairs shortest-paths and MST.
We assume that a single ATM cell is sufficient for the broadcast-locate message. Thus, the message length is 53 bytes. Inter-PBS links are being targeted to be in the Gb/s range as shown in Fig. 1(a) . Since, for the MST option, the maximum bandwidth is independent of network topology, we only show one set of plots for the two cases of and in Fig. 14 . The results in Fig. 14 show that the MST option is very sensitive to the size of the network, especially for higher values of m, the number of mobiles at each PBS. For , in a network with 20 nodes, in the worst case link, most of the link bandwidth will be required for just handling broadcast signaling messages, leaving very little capacity to carry user data and other signaling messages.
For the all-pairs shortest-path option, since the measure is dependent on network connectivity, we show two sets of plots in Fig. 14 . These correspond to the two extreme cases shown in Fig. 13 : the linearly-connected network (Configuration 1), and the completely-connected network (Configuration 2). For the former case, the maximum capacities required for the broadcast signaling traffic coincide with the MST results. However, for completely-connected networks, the loading caused by broadcast signaling is small and almost independent of the number of nodes in the network. In effect, the node degree factor is 1 for linearly-connected networks (for the worst-case link), and ( ) for the completely-connected network (for any link). In a typical network, the degree will be somewhere in between these two extreme cases. Thus, the all-pairs shortest-paths option is better than the bidirectional MST option for realizing broadcast signaling channels. We conclude that: 1) broadcast mobile location procedure can indeed be used for LAN's; 2) directed source-rooted trees computed using all-pairs shortest-paths algorithms is better suited for these broadcast signaling channels than bidirectional MST's.
C. Home Update Analysis
In this section, we analyze the impact of performing home updates on bandwidth usage in the BAHAMA LAN. As shown in Fig. 11 , following a handoff, a connection is routed from a local PBS to a home PBS, and then further to the far-end home (Local) 3 PBS. Following a home update procedure, the connection is routed directly between the two local PBS's (which are also the homes). Thus, in most cases, we expect that home updates will reduce bandwidth wastage caused by inefficient routing. On the other hand, home updates require signaling messages to be exchanged. This signaling capacity can be characterized as the bandwidth-overhead of the home update procedure. If this overhead is smaller than the wasted bandwidth caused by inefficient routing, then a home update should be performed. This analysis approach is similar to the one used in [24] .
Consider the network and connection shown in Fig. 11 . Transit nodes are expected to be located on the connection segments between PBS and PBS , and between PBS and PBS . Let represent the number of hops on the old route of the connection (i.e., in Fig. 11 , summation of the number of hops from PBS to PBS and the number of hops from PBS to PBS ). Let represent the number of hops on the new route after the home update (the number of hops between PBS and PBS ). The signaling overhead caused by a home update can be determined from Fig. 11 . Let represent the expected residual traffic (in ATM cells) that the mobile will transmit on this connection while in the microcell covered by PBS . Since four ATM cells (each signaling message in Fig. 11 needs one ATM cell) 3 We assume that the far endpoint is located at its home PBS.
are sent on the two segments of the old route and two cells are sent on the new route, the signaling overhead for the home update is . If , then the expected extra bandwidth required to transmit the residual user data cells if there is no home update is . Thus, a home update should be performed if given that . In Fig. 15 , we plot (5) for different values of (varied in increments of four). For a given , the plot only starts at because if , the signaling overhead will be incurred with no gain in user data bandwidth. So the home should not be updated. In the region , if is to the left of the curve, then a home update is also wasteful since there is very little expected residual traffic. This situation may occur either if the connection is close to completion, or if the user is simply walking through a microcell and thus expects to transmit very little data through its current local PBS.
If (e.g., the mobile user has moved to a PBS close to the far-end PBS), a home update should be performed if ATM cells. This limit can be seen in the message flow of Fig. 11 , where the four signaling messages on each segment of the old route constitute four ATM cells.
In Fig. 15 , the dashed lines fanning outwards correspond to different relative values of and . For example, the lowermost line is obtained by substituting into (5) (6) As becomes smaller relative to , the dashed lines in Fig. 15 rotate counterclockwise. The greater the difference between and , the smaller the residual traffic needed to justify a home update.
The difference between and is likely to increase as more and more handoffs occur without home updates. This relationship is important in determining when a home update should be performed. Fig. 11 shows that the home update is , and , should play a key role in deciding whether or not to perform a home update. Maintaining and information at each PBS is cumbersome, especially, if more sophisticated weights are used for the old and new routes rather than simple hop counts. An alternative is to have the old home PBS (PBS ) provide the new local PBS a handoff count, which is the total number of handoffs performed since the last home update or start of the call. The new local PBS can then estimate the difference between and in a probabilistic sense based on this handoff count, and decide whether or not to perform a home update.
We now consider the issue of how is estimated. One approach is to have the mobile provide this data in the Handoff request. While the mobile may know its velocity and data transfer rate, it does not know the PBS layout structure, making it hard for the mobile to accurately gauge . However, by providing the velocity and data transfer rate information to the PBS, the PBS can estimate . The goal of the above analysis is not to provide a complete one-approach-fits-all solution for when to perform home updates. Instead, we demonstrated the interactions between the various parameters that are of importance in this decision and leave the exact solution to specific implementations of BAHAMA.
Finally, we have not considered the delay and processing power repercussions of the home update procedure. Delay latency of the procedure shown in Fig. 11 should be included by reducing the expected cell data transfer time in the computation of . Currently, we have only accounted for the bandwidth costs associated with home update signaling. However, if the processing power at a PBS is a critical resource, this must be included in the consideration of whether or not to perform a home update. However, our experimental data indicates that this resource is not critical.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we described the handoff, location, and connection management schemes used in the BAHAMA wireless ATM LAN. The three main contributions are as follows. First, we proposed a solution for performing fast handoffs in ATM networks, while maintaining cell sequence and QoS guarantees. This proposal is based on designing base stations with buffering and switching capability to allow reroutes of ATM cells as users move. Second, we proposed a new distributed location management scheme for LAN's that does not require home location servers. Instead, each base station knows the identities of mobiles located in its coverage area. Mobiles are located by using broadcasts on the wired links to all base stations. This scheme does not require pages on the air interfaces. This saves valuable air interface resources at the cost of inter-node link bandwidth which is much higher in the BAHAMA LAN (Gb/s inter-PBS links versus 1-10 Mb/s air interface links). Finally, the connection management scheme of using provisioned VPI trees eliminates node-bynode configurations prior to each data exchange session and handoff. Furthermore, our proposal of using VPI trees (with preallocated resources) rather than pairwise VP connections allows for better network utilization. A hybrid out-of-band and in-band signaling approach was proposed to simplify data management and speed up signaling procedures. Finally, an implementation of these handoff, connection and location management procedures was described.
Measurements of service times obtained from this implementation indicate that over 100 calls/s can be handled by each node in a 50-node network with a high-percentage of mobiles (75%) relative to fixed endpoints. This is comparable to current wired ATM switch call handling throughputs, in spite of the fact that these nodes perform additional handoff and location management functions. The data also indicates handoff latency times of 1.3 ms. This validates our proposal of using 4-bit cell sequence numbers in that, for the assumed data rates, a base station needs to buffer only 16 cells per connection to ensure lossless handoffs. Other analyzes included a study of the signaling capacity implication of the broadcast location management scheme. We demonstrated that the broadcast location scheme could indeed be used in LAN's. We further showed that directed source-rooted trees computed using an all-pairs shortest-paths algorithm is better suited for realizing these broadcast signaling channels than a bidirectional minimum spanning tree. Finally, an analysis was done to characterize the bandwidth implications of home updates. We showed that, in most cases, unless the expected residual traffic to be sent in a microcell is less than four ATM cells, a home update procedure should be performed immediately upon entering a microcell.
